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Imagine what language looks like
Madyha Leghari

Madyha Leghari is a visual artist and writer, always torn between word 
and image, based in Lahore.



Does it resemble its mother or father? Can you describe it head to toe? Does it stop
you in your tracks or dart right past you invisibly? It has neither mug shots on file, 
nor any pictures in glossy magazines. Can you tell me what language looks like?

It is often assumed that while reading a printed text, a reader is disproportionately
responsible for interpretation.  While of course, the author renders a thought in 
words, it is the reader who picks the printed physical word apart, piece by piece, 
and fits it into a constructed mental image. But is it possible that beyond this 
exclusive relationship between reader and writer, meaning for a text is assembled 
elsewhere? 

The answer to this question lies in understanding the form of a book today as a 
consciously created cultural object that evolved through history as a result of 
social, economic and most importantly technological changes.  In the age of 
handwritten text, calligraphic choices informed the word and were thus impera-
tive to the meaning of it. Manuscripts were often interspersed with painstaking
illustrations and the physicality of the folio itself was inextricable from its signifi-
cance. The invention of the Gutenberg printing press enabled assembly line mass 
production of texts which made them accessible and in turn, facilitated a democra-
tization of knowledge.   At first impression it may be gleaned that such widespread 
dissemination may have withdrawn significance from the physicality of the book.
Of course, now they were being published on cheaper material which was more
readily degradable. However the physicality of the printed word, by virtue of its 
abundance, became important and ushered in massive changes in the way that we 
experience published material today. Among other things, it established the 
significance of individual authorship, enabled the printing of editions and 
introduced motifs such as page numbers, indexes and table of contents. Thus, type 
by itself and within arrangements started influencing the way meaning is 
construed of a text.

Ghulam Mohammad takes this ubiquitous printed text and supplants it onto
another surface thus commenting on the visual nature of printed language.  
Through this act, Mohammad seems to recognize the multimodal character of 
contemporary communication: it may involve simultaneous sound, gesture, image 
and language. Particularly, he recognizes that even printed word is not a one 
dimensional semiotic and may thus be examined as a complex system of interre-
lated modes of meaning-making. Mohammad’s pasting of cut out text onto another 
surface also subverts the assumption of the natural picture plane. A blank canvas, 
a smooth unmarked rectangular surface is embedded in our consciousness,
metaphor and practice as the ideal passive facade upon which an artist may
unburden freely. However, notably the earliest cave painters drew upon coarse 
disfigured surfaces, sometimes even taking advantage of such. They also seemed
to treat old markings and drawings as invisible and superimposed multiple images
upon them. A smooth prepared transparent picture field is a later invention.
Mohammad treats his collages similarly, pasting one on top of the other in a way 
that makes them illegible but markedly visual rather than literary.

An interesting comparison with Mohammad’s collages is that of the palimpsest.
After the 6th century in Western Europe, this recycled form of parchment and 
vellum emerged where one text was partially erased and another was written on 
top. Over time, the faded ink of the first marking reappeared, making dense 
arrangements of linguistic characters on these surfaces. Mohammad chooses to do 
the same albeit with printed text in lieu of handwritten calligraphy. This draws 
attention to the historicity of printed text and the specific intentions of the artist
in choosing to fragment a previously coherent expression. Mohammad’s collages
carry their autobiography within them. One can imagine their exhaustive itiner-
ary, during which they  flitted sometimes between tangible and intangible forms,



and the subsequent transformation of meaning at each stage. From the mind of a 
writer, to their pen, to a digital memory, to a printing press, to a page of a book, to 
a reader, to the artist and now offered to the viewer. The chalking out of these and 
many more in between steps truly demonstrates the complexity of the mechanisms 
of written language. Ghulam Mohammad is only choosing to make them apparent 
with his final step.

Mohammad’s final intervention severs linkages to individual authors and claims 
the texts as part of his own visual device. He uses the cut outs devoid of their 
originally intended meaning and stops well short of explaining himself either with
his newer arrangements. This impression is reinforced by his titles, or the lack 
thereof and the fact that his forms, although informed by the printed word itself,
are seemingly arbitrary. Moreover, Mohammad’s superimposition of text creates a 
kind of visual din, whose hum is perceptible but not discernable. He uses language
as monotonous white noise, thus intelligently manipulating a system of communi-
cation to comment on a failure to communicate. This contradiction is perhaps 
inherent in language itself. We are forever caught between a need to express and
our inability to string together the perfect set of words. Language is full of contra-
diction and conflict. While it serves to ease our existential dilemmas by helping us 
connect, we understand intuitively its utter fallibility, its isolation and its risk of 
enveloping us so completely in a self referential system that we lose touch with 
experiential reality. It comes as no surprise then that purportedly God would use 
language to divide people and thwart attempts at building the god-length tower of 
Babel. Mohammad seems to understand the potential of language to become 
divisive force. It is pertinent to note that he has used Urdu text for an audience 
that is so bilingual that it may have difficulty reading, except that Mohammad’s
works are meant only to be gazed at, not deciphered. In Mohammad’s works words 
falter before our eyes and a picture emerges: He draws attention to the pitfalls of 
language but also highlights how visual cues may help us navigate written 
communication.
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Imagine being bent over to the point of vertigo. Snipping and composing minuscule 
printed words in Urdu, on a washed vasli paper, methodically forming the surface 
with the text. Without the faint touches of a breeze, rescinding the ever-present 
beads of sweat on your tense brow. Ventilation afforded only when satisfactory 
work has been done. Backaches come thick and fast, screaming for a straighter 
posture to bring an end to this physical torture. The results however are a sight to 
behold.

These are the works of the vastly talented Ghulam Mohammad (GM). Hailing from
a small village near Sibi called Kaachi, where Urdu is deemed a superior language, 
and his own mother tongue is neither written nor spoken by a lot of people. 
However, with GM possessing such a skillset coupled with his steely determina-
tion, he was destined for greater things. So when the time came to move to a bigger 
city, he found himself alienated and troubled with not only Urdu, but with English 
being a universal language. Communication became a largely unnecessary effort, 
restricting his ability to convey his conversations and gist. Of course these weren’t 
the only challenges he faced. Like each of us who has moved to a dissimilar and 
more challenging environment with its own rat race, GM often found himself 
questioning his choices. 

But there was light at the end of the tunnel, and GM found his motivation within 
his struggles. He began to disintegrate and simplify communication, as he saw it 
affecting him personally. He states "Language paradoxically conveys meaning, 
and limits communication. I see language as something that leaves behind in its 
construction, a mass of abstract emotions, feelings and sensations that inform
identity". Through his very personal experiences he reconstructed language to 
create an identity, albeit an abstracted one, but it nonetheless allowed GM to 
identify and relate with the viewer. Gathering a mass of written text he clipped out 
tiny words from discarded books and began to build the surface with it. Eventually
the layers of text would build up until it was indecipherable, again mirroring his 
challenges that language and communication has had on him since moving to a 
metropolis city.

Regardless, when the chance came in the form of a residency program in Karachi, 
GM seized it without question. This was the first contemporary art residency of 
Sanat Initiative. ‘Sanat’ is a Turkish word meaning ‘art’, and the residency was an 
initiative by the gallery’s founder, Abid Merchant – art connoisseur, to promote 
and contribute to the South Asian art ecosystem by providing opportunities to 
Pakistani artists from across the country. The selected few, including GM, went 
through an arduous final selection process. Their distinctive work and immeasur-
able talent were as vital, as their willingness to constantly evolve and reinvent 
themselves. Portfolios laden with grandeur pieces were a thing of the past, and 
this factor was important for Sanat to progress Pakistan’s art scene.this factor was impo
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medium onto the words and sticks them over. As you read earlier this is a grueling 
and painful process, GM is bent over for hours at a time often lost within his work.
At the end however, he creates some truly mesmerizing pieces, such as the mapped 
out composition of his village. Another is clear a reflection of self. The words 
usually transcend the boundaries of the paper as well, giving more verve to the 
piece. 

Such were the physical repercussions of this work that GM suffered from a slip 
disc soon after his work was completed. In fact he states that he had one piece left 
unfinished and his doctor refused to allow him to sit so he did a Michelangelo and 
completed his final piece while lying down. In the end, he knew that wherever his 
art and talent takes him, he would always remember the struggles he faced and 
the manner of how he chose to overcome them. With determination and an honest 
idea, one that will always push him to reinvent himself no matter where he is in 
his life.  
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To write a fragment for
Inaam Zafar

.

Inaam Zafar is a contemporary painter based in Lahore,Pakistan. He graduated 
form Beconhouse National University (BNU), Lahore in 2010. He has been
working as a visiting lecturer at BNU since 2011. He is also working and being 
trained as an art therapist for Oasis School of Autism for past four years.



Waiting for hardly three to four minutes outside the famous ‘Good Luck Bakers’ as
a pre-settled pick-up point, GM appeared, bearing his usual pleasant disposition. 
We walked, taking the first left into an alley ascending to a humbly sized heated 
apartment.

The youngest of now -four members left the room catching instruction from GM’s
glimpse.

‘I am sharing this space with a friend’ said GM, which I supposed to be a non-artist
friend for the absence of any referential material or wall hanging not akin to GM’s
vocabulary.

And this is Mustafa’, ‘ you probably know him.’ GM extended his arm towards 
Mustafa to introduce me, a familiar face from architecture department at BNU, to 
whom now I found a name for.  We greeted nicely and he restored his position 
almost immediately probably of the cold we brought in.

We sat on a neatly arranged mattress on wall-to-wall carpeted floor. ‘I am wearing
a belt for sciatica, doctor has diagnosed a slipped disc for working in awkward 
position for too long’. GM explained his slouched back and reason for sitting too
close to the heater.

‘So I got this desk made recently to save myself from further wreck.’ He pointed at 
the adjustable plywood desk with support system of a couple triangles in same
material.

The desk had few attributes of a customized drafting table with a bulb hanging 
over, wearing blank newsprint, conically rolled to become a lampshade. Intricate
paper- carved Urdu letters were scattered over 4x5’’ vasli paper. Sadat Hassan 
Manto’s collection of short stories served as cutting mat for the work. The Urdu 
words transformed into something furry, like a skin parchment of some feline 
animal, composed as delicately as the wind sails of dandelion seedpod. The whole 
setting appeared as if from some preparatory installation work.

‘You know vulnerability makes your work more interesting, when the pieces are 
not glass protected.’ I said. I had an unceasing temptation to blow the infinitesi-
mal lettering. The restlessness the fragility of the structure imparted didn’t seem 
to require any verbal comprehension. The work had life even without gallery 
lights.

GM produced a cup of tea, which was delivered by the young boy who disappeared
on our arrival. Upon dipping the cake rusk I brought from the Good Luck bakers, 
I dropped an accustomed conversation starter,

‘So, what do you see in your work?’ I understood the pointless formality of the 
question but he had his responses prepared.

‘Language.’

        ‘The dichotomy of knowing and not understanding at the same time.’                                      

‘And the importance of the written word despite being incomplete, incomprehen-
sible, abridged or censored.’

From censorship, he connected to Sadat Hassan Manto’s works and spoke about



                                

the intensity his stories delivered despite of being shortened for their flagrant
obscenity. He showed concern about the void that was created by disturbing the 
idiosyncratic pattern of the author.

GM doesn’t speak English, which bestows certain originality to his work. I remem-
ber him quoting ‘tajreedi amal se guzrna’ while explaining his work process, which
means passing through an abstract phase.  In another instance he said, ‘Urdu
perhnay ki riwayat he ab kahan wesi rhi’ while complaining about the diminish-
ing interest in language.

I noticed the tea we were having wasn’t just any regular black tea, it was ‘chae’,
‘Urdu chae.’ because it tasted the very identity despite of being in the porcelain
cup with no lip.

I followed GM in an empty carpeted room where the framed works for the show
were carefully stacked against the wall. The amount of work they exhibited even
at a glance was incredible. The meticulously extruded literary verses from Manto
were in dense whirlpools. All the effort made for creating the emblematic vortices 
of literature was in bare-front. Every lifted word had its contribution to the fluid
shape of the work. There were no invisible layers; every mark had its input yet it
was impenetrable. The borders in the works had the text unfastened to defy any
synthetic code of symmetry. Yet, there was a clear sense of geometry present.

We brought the works out outside in the heated room. It reminded me of Spencer
Tunic’s orchestrated crowds where 'nude’ despite of being a strong subject is
reduced to a sheer constituent because of redundancy. You can’t help focusing on
any specific how much ever hard you try, unless you are a kingfisher. 

I was not sure if I could assume any parallels with miniature or calligraphy,
though he employs a similar meditative stance. Also, the media he uses, vasli, inks
for washes, silver and gold leaf and small brushes (for applying glue in his case)
are attributed to miniaturist’s paraphernalia. Gold ‘Shamsas’ are also reminiscent
of both calligraphy and miniature. Regardless, his work for me does not contribute
to the legacy of miniature in Pakistan. The closest temperament I could think is of 
Waqas Khan’s microscopic pointillism, which I believe requires and manifests
abnormal focusing span.

GM denies the labels himself, ‘No I don’t know anything of calligraphy; it is just
the written word in the language I understand best. I try to deliver the intensity
of the literature through the visual it creates. It is a pity I did not find many people 
of our generation interested in Urdu anymore.‘

‘So you think you can somehow channel interest in the language through the 
visual?’ I threw another question.
He only smiled.

‘So have you thought about using English letters? I mean, in a contrast perhaps,
maybe as an indication of apprehension?’

‘I often think about it, but I don’t know if I want to struggle with the English               
language, even in Urdu I have kept myself limited to Manto because I read him
with pure interest. When I buy Manto I have dual interests, to read and to make
work with. Also English script is even harder to carve, the letters don’t have big
stomachs like ‘suaad’, ‘laam’, ‘noon.’
We both laughed.



He was right, there is a lot of breathing space in Urdu script and it is curvaceous 
so the accumulation of letters naturally seeks a spiral route for their given shape. 
He constructs a more literal and pictorial expression of ‘the written’ with his
selection, which is not only elliptic but also elliptical. The background washes are
the only source of colour which functions as the marker of receiving a specific 
treatment. 

GM is dealing with ‘print’ in spite of his strenuous manual involvement. Printed
word has its own aesthetics and if coming from a book in a decades old print, 
pretty much has its own vernacular. He doesn’t place his blade over the inked
letter but offsets it to the fraction of a millimetre to avoid harming the written
word. Like collecting fish with some of its water to keep the sense of the natural 
habitat.  This border of pale white jagged paper gives a necessary depth to the 
visual and bushy appearance. The swarm of letters are of same descent, from the 
same book, or even a chapter-ample enough to contribute its holdings for one
work. These measures help him to fuse the lettering into one unanimous, unified
composite. It transforms into one organism, not breathable but still organic, like it 
has been put to a static state for the sake of display. 

‘Some of your new works have epistolary appearance with Arabic script. Is it 
intentional? Because I remember a piece from your thesis, it was a letter, 
something Manto related’ I tried to picture the work.

‘Its here on the wall behind you.’ GM pointed towards a small-framed work camou-
flaged within the other few.

‘It is called “Chacha Sam k naam chatta khat”. (which means sixth letter to Uncle 
Sam), It is a letter Manto wrote to an acquaintance, complaining about not 
responding to his letters. I found the letters more personal than the writings
because letters are ideally meant for one. I swapped the course of right-to-left 
Urdu script to left-to-right, seeing it as my own way of censorship without sifting
words. I employed the same technique on one of his stories, “main afsana q kr 
likhta hn” by pasting letters rightwards on the wall in rectilinear progression.’

‘But these new essay formatted works are in Arabic script, do they also source 
something literary?’ I questioned. I could attribute that work to calligraphy more 
because of its ‘kufi’ and ‘sulus’ typeface.

‘No, I have cut them from an Arabic magazine; it was some Abu-Dhabi magazine
which I couldn’t comprehend of course. The only part, which fascinated me, was 
the instant sacred association with written Arabic, regardless of what it means. If 
we find a frayed piece of paper on road with Arabic lettering, we tuck it in some 
high placed crevice.  So I composed my words just to create semblances. Semantics 
has never been my concern; I see things in totality and weave my own meanings 
through the process. The individual meanings dissolve nonetheless.’

‘So you see words as images?’

‘You can say so.’ He agreed as accustomed to his demeanour. 

‘Because I believe I can only invite the Urdu-unversed audience to my work 
through the design element of the image it creates. That is why the work doesn’t 
stipulate understanding of the linguistics, but only stimulates towards it.’

to be continued…
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